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Abstract—Microring weight banks could enable novel signal
processing approaches in silicon photonics. We analyze factors lim-
iting channel count in microring weight banks, which are central
to analog wavelength-division multiplexed processing networks in
silicon. We find that microring weight banks require a fundamen-
tally different analysis compared to other wavelength-division mul-
tiplexing circuits (e.g., demultiplexers). By introducing a quanti-
tative description of independent weighting, we establish perfor-
mance tradeoffs between channel count and power penalty. This
performance is significantly affected by coherent multiresonator
interactions through bus waveguides. We experimentally demon-
strate these effects in a fabricated device. Analysis relies on the de-
velopment of a novel simulation technique combining parametric
programming with generalized transmission theory. Experimental
measurement fitting of an 8-channel weight bank is presented as
an example of another application of the simulator.

Index Terms—Microresonators, microwave photonics, neural
network hardware, optical signal processing, photonic integrated
circuits (PIC), silicon photonics.

I. INTRODUCTION

COMMUNICATION bottlenecks in conventional comput-
ers and their incipient limitations have played a major

role in motivating two major research thrusts: 1) silicon pho-
tonics manufacturing, in which the aim is to address the band-
width and energy efficiency performance of these bottlenecks,
and 2) unconventional computing architectures, in which the
aim is to mitigate their limiting effect on processing. Silicon
photonic device sets are designed for digital photonic links
and are comprised of modulators [1], waveguides (WG), and
detectors [2]. Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) is a
common technique to channelize enormous usable optical band-
width, so devices to (de)multiplex [3] and modulate [4] WDM
signals are central to this effort. Analog optical interconnects
have long been recognized for their potential to implement un-
conventional, distributed, and/or neuromorphic processing sys-
tems, wherein many simultaneous and continuously tunable
connections are required. However, the enormous cost to de-
velop scalable and/or integrated application-specific photonic
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signal processing platforms, in concert with rapid advances in
digital signal processing technology, have posed practical bar-
riers to past research in uconventional optical computing. Mi-
croring resonators (MRRs)—which are a common photonic cir-
cuit elements ubiquitous in WDM systems—could bring analog
signal processing opportunities to silicon integrated photonic
circuits. MRRs are easily created by bending a WG into a loop
and offer the wavelength selectivity to perform tunable WDM
functions [5].

Here, we introduce fundamental tools for quantitative analy-
sis and engineering design of microring weight banks, includ-
ing a simulation technique geared towards tunable devices and
a new performance metric describing weight bank functional
efficacy. Previously, it was reported that the maximum WDM
channel count was approximately limited to 34 [6]; however, the
rigorous modeling and metric analysis introduced in this paper
indicates a limit near 108, given similar assumptions. This dis-
crepancy can be partly attributed to the exploitation of coherent
interactions between adjacent MRR filters, a measured physical
effect that is not encompassed in conventional analyses of other
WDM devices (e.g. demultiplexers). Other uses of the simula-
tion approach are considered, and an example of experimental
measurement fitting is presented. This work has direct impli-
cations for the limits of WDM analog network capacity in sili-
con and provides essential tools for designing advanced weight
banks.

In analog and neural networks, connections between nodes or
neurons are represented by real number weights [7], [8] that can
be reconfigured on slow timescale. The system is programmed
to perform a task by setting the weights of the network [9].
A number of modern neuromorphic architectures communicate
with pulse-coded signals called spikes [10] to minimize energy
consumption, and are amenable to event-based digital signaling
and packet-routing techniques [11]. Packet-routing and time
multiplexing have enabled the creation of large scale electronic
neuromorphic cores but at the expense of harsh tradeoffs be-
tween scale and operational bandwidth [12]–[14].

Combining neural network models with photonics may yield
a system capable of combining high operational bandwidth,
scalable interconnect channelization, and low power distributed
processing [15], [16]. Optical signals can have much greater
bandwidths and lower crosstalk between multiplexed channels.
Recent acceleration of high-performance, CMOS-compatible
photonic integrated circuit (PIC) platforms promise to greatly
expand the possibilities for large scale systems. An important
component of current research efforts are foundry platforms that
provide optimized fabrication and standardized device sets [17],
[18]. Although these device sets are optimized for traditional,
digital WDM communication links, they may also be repurposed
for analog computation.
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Fig. 1. Concept of an integrated broadcast-and-weight network [6]. An MRR
weight bank provides the key functionality to configure connection strengths
in the analog wavelength-multiplexed (WDM) network. Tuning each MRR
between the on- and off-resonance states determines how much of a given
WDM channel is split between 2 ports of balanced photodetector. The detected
signal drives an electro-optic (E/O) converter, such as a laser, which generates
a new optical signal at a unique wavelength.

A silicon photonic architecture called “broadcast-and-
weight” (see Fig. 1) was proposed as a way to interconnect
photonic neurons on chip [6]. It is a wavelength-division mul-
tiplexed (WDM) protocol, similar to the broadcast-and-select
protocol used in fiber ring networks [19], [20]. Instead of se-
lecting WDM signals with an add/drop multiplexer, input signals
are weighted by a tunable optical filter and then incoherently
summed in a photodetector. As shown in Fig. 1, sets of MRRs
can be collected on the input ports of each processor, allowing
full reconfigurability of all N channels for each of N nodes in a
broadcast network, totalling N 2 independent connections. MRR
weight banks are the key photonic subcircuit associated with
interconnection and network configuration in a broadcast-and-
weight architecture. The scaling potential of analog networks
in silicon are therefore closely tied to the performance limits of
MRR weight banks, which must be better understood to allow
the construction of larger networks.

MRRs are a natural choice to implement tunable weighted
connections in silicon photonics. By tuning on and off reso-
nance with an optical carrier signal, a MRR directs that signal
to the through and drop ports, respectively, enabling comple-
mentary +/– weighting [21]. Continuous tuning along a single
filter edge to effect a precise range of weights was shown in [22].
MRR weight banks consist of parallel-coupled microrings, each
of which controls one of the WDM signals independently. A
4-channel MRR weight bank was demonstrated in [23]. Prelim-
inary results on scaling analysis were presented in [24].

In this paper, we analyze factors limiting channel count in
MRR weight banks and encounter a tradeoff between WDM
channel spacing (a.k.a. density) and insertion loss. In con-
ventional analyses of MRR devices for multiplexing, demul-
tiplexing, and modulating WDM signals, the tradeoff that limits
channel spacing is inter-channel cross-talk [25]–[27]. Analyses
driven by cross-talk, however, are approximate when applied to
weight banks. Unlike MRR demultiplexers where each channel
is coupled to a distinct WG output [28], MRR weight banks
have exactly two multiplexed outputs with some portion of ev-
ery channel coupled to each. Since the outputs are still multi-
plexed when detected, the notion of cross-talk between signals

Fig. 2. (a) MRR optical add-drop multiplexer. Letters (A, B, and C) denote the
WDM channel affected by a given MRR. Cross-talk occurs when a wavelength
channel partially couples through a neighboring MRR, ending up at the incorrect
DROP port. (b) MRR dual-channel SCISSOR. The SCISSOR has only one
DROP port and one THRU port, and all resonators are nominally tuned to a
single wavelength. (c) MRR weight bank with 1-pole (i.e. one MRR) filters.
While there is only one DROP and THRU port, each MRR controls the weight
of a distinct WDM channel. The presence of two bus WGs creates a path
for coherent feedback between neighboring MRRs, which is resonator-like.
(d) MRR weight bank with 2-pole filters. Because the signal does not change
direction in the drop bus WG, multi-MRR coherent interactions manifest as
feedforward (interferometer-like).

breaks down. Any portion of a given channel coupled through
the “wrong” MRR could be counter-balanced by reducing the
coupling of its primary MRR, due to the continuously tunable
nature of the device and its controller. Nevertheless, channel
density limits do arise as neighboring filter peaks merge to-
gether and lose independent control over WDM channels. The
metric introduced herein includes a notion of tuning range in
order to quantify this degradation of independent weight control
as an overall power penalty.

Weight banks have two parallel bus WG that are coupled
to every MRR, a geometry that gives rise to coherent multi-
resonator interactions not present in any other WDM device
(see Fig. 2(a)). A channel partially coupled through a neigh-
boring MRR—instead of causing inter-channel cross-talk—can
return through the opposite bus WG to complete a coherent
feedback path involving multiple MRRs (see Fig. 2(c)). As il-
lustrated in Fig. 2(d), weight banks using even-pole MRR filters
can also give rise to coherent feedforward paths that behave
like interferometers. Multi-MRR coherent interactions are es-
pecially relevant when resonances are closely spaced, so it is
essential to account for them in channel density analysis. At the
same time, these interactions mean that a weight bank cannot
be modeled as a simple composition of individual MRR mod-
els, thus motivating more involved simulations for entire weight
bank devices. Coherent effects are found to have a significant
impact on system behavior and scaling performance.

To the authors’ knowledge, analysis of a two-bus device in
which each MRR acts as a tunable filter for a distinct WDM
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channel has not been performed. WG circuits of similar ge-
ometries have been used to tailor single-channel filtering as-
pects [29], including high-free spectral range (FSR) [30], [31]
and flat passband [32]. Multi-resonator coherent effects have
been analyzed [33], [34] and characterized [35] in double-
channel side-coupled integrated spaced sequence of optical
resonators (SCISSORs), although the resonant wavelengths of
SCISSOR resonators are fixed and nominally identical (see
Fig. 2(b)).

Section II will apply a generalized matrix transmission
theory [36] suitable for describing coherent interactions.
In Section IV, a simulation tool is introduced to efficiently
model tunable WG circuits with coherent feedback, combin-
ing generalized transmission theory with parametric modeling
and symbolic programming optimizations. Then, Section V-A
defines a metric describing the efficacy of independent weight-
ing in a multi-channel tunable optical weight bank, expressed
in the form of a power penalty. Finally, Section V-B studies the
system tradeoffs between power penalty and channel density
and the impact of multi-MRR interactions on this tradeoff.

II. THEORY

In this section, we begin with a brief mathematical description
of how a generic tunable spectral filter with complementary out-
puts to a balanced photodetector can be formulated as a circuit
for WDM weighted addition. Then, we derive expressions for
transmission and weight values in a MRR implementation using
the generalized transmission matrix theory developed in [36].
While a range of analytical modeling techniques have been
successfully applied to microresonator circuits [37], [38], the
continuously variable nature of weight banks necessitates gen-
eralized transmission modeling.

A. WDM Weighted Addition

A wavelength multiplexed signal consists of a set of N optical
carriers with frequency, ωi , whose power envelopes have been
modulated to represent a set of N data signals, xi(t). If signal
bandwidth is much less than the optical carrier frequency, a
slowly-varying envelope approximation and short-time Fourier
transform yield a convenient time-frequency expression for a
WDM input:

E[in](ω, t) =
N∑

i=1

E0,i

√
1 + xi(t)δ(ω − ωi) (1)

where E0,i is the carrier field amplitude, δ is the Dirac delta
function, and xi(t) is strictly greater than –1. This input signal
is then sent into a tunable spectral filter, which is a linear optical
system with both drop and through outputs. The transmission
state of this filter is configured by tuning a parameter vector, �Δ:

E
(+ ,−)
[wei] (ω, t) = H(+ ,−)(ω; �Δ)E[in](ω, t) (2)

where H is a tunable spectral filter response with complemen-
tary outputs, indicated by +/– superscripts. Often the elements
of �Δ represent resonant wavelength shifts, but they can also
represent optical path lengths or absorptivity. Next the effect

of a balanced photodiode (PD) is represented as the difference
between two photocurrents derived from the weighted signals,
which in turn are integrals over the wavelength domain of the
still-multiplexed signals

iPD(t) =
∫

ω

R(ω)
(∣∣∣E+

[wei](ω, t)
∣∣∣
2
−

∣∣∣E−
[wei](ω, t)

∣∣∣
2
)

dω (3)

where R(ω) is detector responsivity. Compounding the effects
of (1)–(3), we end up with a net function that fits the form of
weighted addition, modulo a DC bias term

μi = Ai

(∣∣∣H+(ωi ; �Δ)
∣∣∣
2
−

∣∣∣H−(ωi ; �Δ)
∣∣∣
2
)

(4)

y(t) =
N∑

i=1

μixi(t) +
N∑

i=1

μi (5)

where Ai ≡ R(ωi) · Z0/vπ · E2
0,i and y = iP D · Z0/vπ where

vπ is the voltage at π phase shift and Z0 is a characteris-
tic impedance. This is the basic form of weighted addition:
y = �μ · �x. We have made the assumption that the spacing be-
tween the ωi’s is significantly greater than the bandwidth of
x(t); otherwise, the summation could not be pulled out of the
magnitude functions. In other words, coherent beat noise would
corrupt the function of weighting. In further analyses, the Ai

terms will be assumed identical between channels for simplic-
ity. As seen in Eq. (4), the evaluation of weights μi depends
on modeling the transmission functions H(+ ,−) , which is now
considered for MRR implementations of WDM weight banks.

B. Generalized Transmission Modeling

Fig. 3 illustrates a method for modeling the transfer func-
tion of a bank of MRRs with generalized 4-port transmission
line couplers introduced in [36]. 4-ports can be composed into
more general WG circuits through operations such as joining
and port swapping, although this work focuses only on weight
bank circuits. As shown in Fig. 3(a), a type-5 coupler with pa-
rameters (a,K1), where a relates to the insertion loss parameter
γ of the coupling as a =

√
1 − γ, and K is the coupling coef-

ficient, is used to model the coupling of a broadcast WG and
a MRR. Then, the MRR itself (see Fig. 3(b)) can be modeled
by a pair of transmission lines with lengths L1 , L2 , which meet
in another type-5 coupler with parameters (a,K2) connecting
the ring and the drop WG. The combination of these plus a
port swapping operation yield a type-3 coupler, illustrated in
Fig. 3(c), that is used to model a single MRR with ports 1
and 3 attached to a broadcast WG and ports 2 and 4 to a drop
WG (see Fig. 3(d)). Bus WGs connecting MRR filters have
lengths ΔLBW and ΔLDW . While instructive, a derivation of
the scattering and transfer matrices of a single MRR is deferred
for brevity. An interested reader can refer to this derivation in
Appendix VII.

The main result of the single MRR derivation can be ex-
pressed as the amplitude transmission of the MRR through (Tj )
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Fig. 3. (a) Model construction of a MRR weight bank following method
shown in ref. [36]. WG and optical couplers are modeled as 4-port transmission
line coupler blocks. In these couplers, solid and dashed lines represent a direct
and a coupled connection, respectively. a relates to the insertion loss parameter
γ of the coupling as a =

√
1 − γ , and K is the coupling coefficient. WG blocks

only have direct connections with a phase shift proportional to the optical path
length (nL). (b) An MRR can be modeled with two couplers modeling the WG-
ring interactions and a WG block modeling each arm of the ring. (c) Then, these
blocks are joined to form a MRR filter, which is effectively a type-3 coupler,
i.e. one with a direct connection between opposite ports and coupled connection
between ports on the same side. Note that this coupler is no longer symmetrical
because of different K - and L-values. (d) MRR Filters can be joined together
by WG blocks to form a weight bank. BW refers to broadcast WG and DW to
drop WG.

and drop (Dj ) ports:

Tj = a
√

1 − Kj︸ ︷︷ ︸
indirectcoupling

· (1 − FKj )︸ ︷︷ ︸
neg .res.feedback

(6)

Dj = ai
√

K1︸ ︷︷ ︸
couplingtop

· ai
√

K2︸ ︷︷ ︸
couplingbottom

· e−(α+iβ )lj
︸ ︷︷ ︸
opticalpath

· F︸︷︷︸
pos.res.feedback

= −a2
√

K1K2e
−(α+iβ )lj F (7)

where the cavity-resonance amplification factor F � [1 −
G exp (−iβL)]−1 , βL is the round-trip phase shift, and β =
2πneff /λ = neff ω/c is the wavenumber of the WG. Eq. (6) can
be intuitively understood as follows: the amplitude of the incom-
ing signal drops by a

√
1 − Kj because of the insertion loss of

the coupling between the MRR and the broadcast WG; part
of the signal gets coupled to the MRR with amplitude drop of
i
√

Kj ; however, the coupled signal completes the loop around
the MRR and comes back to the broadcast-MRR junction with
an amplitude of F and couples back onto the broadcast loop with
another amplitude drop of i

√
Kj ; the feedback signal then in-

terferes with the transmitted one, yielding an interference factor
of 1 + i

√
Kj · F · i

√
Kj = (1 − FKj ). Since F is maximum

when the MRR is on resonance, the MRR effectively induces a
negative resonance feedback.

Eq. (7) can be read with the same intuition: the incoming
signal couples in and out of the rings with amplitude drops of
i
√

K1 and i
√

K2 (the order is unimportant since the factors
multiply); moreover, the optical path induces a loss of e−αlj

and a phase shift of e−iβ lj ; at the junction of the MRR and the
drop WG, the same round trip interference mechanism present
in 7 takes place, but without signals coming from the ADD
port, the interference term is simply F . In this case, the dropped
signal is maximized when F is maximum—i.e. when the MRR
is on resonance—so the MRR effectively induces a positive
resonance feedback. Note: the effect of the ring resonance is
entirely contained in the variable F , and it is precisely the factor
that allows the dropped signal to have significant amplitude
despite small coupling factors

√
Kj .

1) 2-Channel Weight Bank: The scattering transfer matrix of
multiple 4-port couplers can be multiplied in cascade to yield the
scattering matrix of the MRR bank. The S-matrix in eq. (15) can
be transformed back into an equivalent A-matrix (eq. (8)) [36]:

AMRR =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1
T1

0 0 −D2T
−1
1

0
T1T2 − D1D2

T2
D1T

−1
2 0

0 −D2T
−1
2 T−1

2 0

D1

T1
0 0

T1T2 − D1D2

T1

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

(8)

Let us denote the lengths of the bus WGs connecting two
neighboring rings on the through side and on the drop side as
ΔLTW and ΔLDW , respectively. The A-matrix for this compo-
nent reads:

AWG = diag
(
ejθT W , e−jθT W , ejθD W , e−jθD W

)

where θTW ,DW = (β − iα)ΔLTW ,DW . Let us define ΔL �
ΔLTW ,+ΔLDW . We will index the two rings as MRR A and
MRR B, but we will assume that the two rings have the same
coefficients a and K1,2 . The total scattering transfer matrix can
be computed as:

A2MRR = AMRR ,A · AWG · AMRR ,B

which can be readily converted to an S-matrix. Due to symmetry,
we are only interested in the elements S31 (THRU) and S21
(DROP). In this situation, it can be shown that:

S31(2MRR) = T1,AT1,B e−ΔLT W (α+iβ )FAB (9)

S21(2MRR) = D1,A + T1,AD1,B T2,A e−ΔL(α+iβ )FAB (10)

where a convenient factor FAB = [1 − D1,B D2,A

e−ΔL(α+iβ ) ]−1 is introduced. Inspecting FAB , one can
realize that it is a converged sum of an infinite geometric
series of factor D1,B D2,A e−ΔL(α+iβ ) , which is the complex
attenuation factor of the round trip between the two rings:
D1,B is the drop factor at ring B, D2,A is the drop factor at
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ring A from its ADD port and e−ΔL(α+iβ ) is the attenuation
due to the WGs connecting the two rings. While the analytical
approach yields intuitive insight in the 2-filter case, higher
order expressions are unwieldy for the scope of this work
(refer to Appendix VII). Fig. 3(a) diagrams the process of
joining waveguides and couplers into an MRR filter, which
are then joined into a weight bank structure (see Fig. 3(d)). A
computationally efficient implementation of this construction
is discussed in Section IV.

It is worth noting that neglecting the resonant feedback ef-
fect between MRRs is equivalent to removing FAB from the
expressions. This incoherent approximation is valid when MRR
resonant frequencies are spaced far apart because either D1,B

or D2,A is very small at every given wavelength. This is not the
case when the resonators are densely spaced in the wavelength
domain, which is exactly the case of interest for analyzing chan-
nel density limits. Due to the centrality of this physical effect
to this work, as well as its absence from other WDM devices to
which channel density is also meaningful, we perform an experi-
mental investigation of coherent interactions using a specialized
MRR weight bank.

III. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The resonant feedback interaction between MRRs depends
coherently on the optical path length of the bus WGs. In order
to study how the phase condition of the bus affects multi-MRR
interaction, we fabricate a 2-channel silicon weight bank with
tunable bus WGs. This experimentally verifies that this phys-
ical effect is significant for MRR weight banks. Observations
are fit using the parameterized simulator introduced in Section
IV to validate model accuracy. The results suggest intuitively
that coherent interactions in bus WGs could play a significant
role in WDM channel density analysis, which is formalized in
Section V.

A. Methods

Samples were fabricated on silicon-on-insulator wafers at
the Washington Nanofabrication Fabrication through the UBC
SiEPIC fabless rapid prototyping group [39]. Silicon thickness
is 220 nm, and buried oxide thickness is 3 μm. 500 nm wide
WGs were patterned by Ebeam lithography and fully etched to
the buried oxide [40]. A hydrogen silsesquioxane resist (HSQ,
Dow-Corning XP-1541-006) was spin-coated at 4000 rpm, then
hotplate baked at 80 ◦C for 4 minutes. Electron beam lithography
was performed using a JEOL JBX-6300FS system operated at
100 keV energy, 8 nA beam current, 500 μm exposure field size,
and exposure dose of 2800 μC/cm2 . The resist was developed by
immersion in 25% tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH)
for 4 minutes. Silicon was etched from unexposed areas by
inductively coupled plasma etching in an Oxford Plasmalab
System, with a chlorine gas flow of 20 sccm, pressure of 12 mT,
ICP power of 800 W, bias power of 40 W, and a plate temperature
of 20 ◦C, resulting in a bias voltage of 185 V.

Ti-Pt-Au heating contacts (100Å:Ti, 2000Å:Au) were then
deposited on top of a 3 μm oxide passivation layer us-
ing an Angstron Engineering electron beam evaporation sys-

Fig. 4. Experimental verification of coherent weight interaction within a 2-
channel weight bank with bus tuning heaters. (a) SEM of device under test. An
OSA measures the transmission between the bank’s IN port and DROP port.
(b) Measured response of the device as bus heater current is applied equally to
both bus heaters. MRRs are tuned until separated by 0.4 nm (2 linewidths). Then
bus current is varied over 0–70 mA such that heater power is sampled uniformly.
Thermal cross-talk causes the resonances to shift absolutely, but their spacing
stays consistent. Absolute wavelength shifts of the central minimum between
peaks have been removed. (c) Simulated response of this device when resonances
are spaced by 2 linewidths and bus WG phase is swept over a half period, 0–
π , which corresponds to slightly less than 1.0 arbitrary length units in this
simulation.

tem. Ohmic heating in these contacts causes thermo-optic in-
dex shifts, so that a heater patterned on top of a MRR can
tune its resonant wavelength. Heater power is controlled by a
13-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC), NI PCI-6723, which
is buffered to provide up to 80 mA per channel. The sample is
mounted on a temperature-controlled alignment stage. The TE
WG mode is coupled from the silicon circuit to a fiber array using
focusing subwavelength grating coupler arrays [41]. An optical
transmission spectrum analyzer (OSA) measures the transfer
functions from IN to DROP ports and from IN to THRU ports.

B. Tuning Coherent Interaction With Bus Heaters

The weight bank used to test coherent interactions between
MRR weights consists of two racetrack resonators with perime-
ters of 80.0 and 80.1 μm parallel-coupled to two bus WGs
(see Fig. 4(a)). Individual Q-factors are 7750. Resonances are
thermally tuned by ohmic heating in metal contacts. Additional
heaters are patterned over each bus WG, which are 60 μm long.
To test this device, we first used the MRR heaters to adjust two
resonances to a 0.4 nm separation (∼2 filter linewidths). We
then tuned bus heaters nonuniformly between 0 and 70 mA,
such that the data traces were taken at intervals approximately
uniform in electrical heater power.

Current is applied equally to each bus heater to prevent
creating an asymmetric temperature profile across the device.
The heaters’ meandering shape is intended to localize heat as
much as possible, but thermal cross-talk is still present, causing
changes in bus current to shift filter resonances. By applying
current equally and relying on the (rough) symmetry of the de-
vice, both resonators are made to shift together, maintaining
their spacing at 2 linewidths. Background shifts are removed
in Fig. 4(b). Differences in phase between bus WGs would be
difficult to study with this technique, but are not expected to
have an impact on resonator-like coherent interaction effects.
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Fig. 4(b) shows that bus tuning significantly affects the dip
between filters, whose depth ranges from −2.7 dB to −25.0 dB
relative to peak transmission. The steepness of rolloff regions
are also slightly affected. The measurements closely match cor-
responding simulations in which the effective bus phases were
parameterized and swept uniformly, shown in Fig. 4(c). This
verifies that the parametric simulator can make accurate predic-
tions about weight banks in the dense channel regime. While
the device layout is symmetric, the asymmetry observable in
the spectra of Fig. 4(b) and (c) can be explained by the fact that
inputs encounter the MRRs in a particular order.

From an intuitive standpoint, it seems that this coherent ef-
fect that depends on bus phase could have a significant im-
pact on channel density. If the goal is to be able to set the
weight/transmission of neighboring WDM channels indepen-
dently, then it would be disadvantageous to have the responses
blur into a single peak like the red traces in Fig. 4(b) and (c).
On the other hand, it may be possible to take advantage of the
deep isolation between peaks represented by the blue traces. Bus
tuning elements could prove useful in large scale MRR weight
banks because they provide full control over multi-MRR effects,
which may be otherwise difficult to control in the presence of
fabrication variance and thermal cross-talk. In Section V, we
will quantify the degree to which weights can be set indepen-
dently and use the simulator to study how this metric is affected
by channel spacing and MRR interaction. An approach for effi-
cient simulation of tunable MRR devices with multiple coherent
paths is now discussed in more detail.

IV. PARAMETERIZED SIMULATOR

Parameterized modeling is a powerful tool for engineering
analysis, particularly for tunable systems. While a numerical
simulation can predict the response of a particular device in
a particular state, a parameterized model is a function of free
parameters or can be thought of as a representation of all the
possible states of a particular device. Combined with different
search and optimization functions, parameterized models are at
the heart of problems such as finding a state that reproduces
an observed response (e.g. measurement fitting), finding a state
that gives a desired response (e.g. optimization, feedforward
control), or performing analyses in reference to a range of pos-
sible states, such as the weight states (see Section V-A).

Pre-computation is an important consideration in the imple-
mentation of parameterized models. Pre-computing every possi-
ble response rapidly becomes intensive, as the number of states
needed to sample the entire range grows exponentially with the
number of parameter dimensions. A more fruitful approach in-
volves separating the overall model into sub-systems that have a
fixed or otherwise invariant response. These sub-responses may
be reused when a parameter is changed. For example, in the
case of the MRR demultiplexer in Fig. 2(a), upon tuning the
downstream MRR-C, we would know that the DROP1 output
cannot change, thus saving new computation. In addition, lin-
ear system theory provides an obvious way to break the MRRs
into completely independent transmission responses, which are
then simply multiplied to obtain the overall response. Although

tuning the upstream MRR-A may affect the DROP3 output, it
does not affect the transmission response of MRR-C, thus saving
some recomputation.

Separating the MRR weight bank into sub-systems is more
challenging because of the potential for feedback along the
bus WGs (see Fig. 2(b)). Feedback necessitates the generalized
matrix transfer method, which introduces significant algebraic
interdependence and complexity. This means that, in principle,
any parameter change could affect the signal at every point in
the device. On the other hand, the algebraic outcome of general-
ized matrix analysis must contain some structure—for example,
tuning a heater would not change the number of rings—so it
seems that some amount of pre-computation would be possible,
if the structure of dependencies could be automatically iden-
tified. Many languages provide symbolic math packages that
are well suited for automating analytic manipulations and their
numeric evaluations.

By combining symbolic programming methods with gener-
alized matrix transfer theory, we obtain an efficient parametric
simulator for WG circuits. Circuit values, such as a WG length,
are represented as symbolic variables within the S-matrices of
low-level components. The transfer matrices of two 4-port com-
ponents can be composed to yield another 4-port [36], allowing
the construction of successively more complex general circuits.
This construction is illustrated for a MRR weight bank in Fig. 3.
Before connecting filters of one or more MRR into a bank struc-
ture, ports 2 and 3 must be swapped. The final symbolic object
representing the entire filter bank retains the symbolic nature of
the low-level values (i. e. λ, a, K etc.). The symbolic expression
is easy to manipulate but not efficient at evaluating numeric val-
ues. It is converted into a function optimized for numerics using
a built-in package function.

Finally, the optimized functions for S31 and S21 are wrapped
in a parametric model object, which also contains WDM chan-
nel frequencies and an array of parameters. Parameters have
specifiable default and free range properties. Simple model
functions through, drop, and weight feed parameter defaults
to |S31 |2 , |S21 |2 , and |S31 |2 − |S21 |2 , respectively. Other func-
tions determine internally which parameters to use within the
range. The metric defined in Section V-A is currently imple-
mented by a simple sweeper, but other functions for optimizing,
controlling, or fitting measurements for devices described by a
generalized transmission model could be incorporated into this
interface.

A. Measurement Fitting Example

Measurement fitting is an important capability for studying
devices experimentally. Fitting consists of calculating the er-
ror between observed data and the predictions of a model. The
state space of the model is searched in order to minimize the
error in its prediction. This allows the recovery of underlying
physical values based on observation. In the case of models
with many parameters, searching the high dimensional param-
eter space can involve many evaluations of the model, so this
is a key area where speedup has an impact. We take spectral
transmission measurements of an 8-channel weight bank and
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Fig. 5. Measurement fitting of an 8-channel MRR weight bank. (a) SEM
image: 8 racetrack resonators are parallel coupled to two bus WGs and can be
thermally tuned by gold heating elements. An OSA is connected to either drop
or through port. (b) The measured transmission spectrum of drop port (black
line) compared to the parametric fit (blue line). The blue fit spectrum a single
contiguous curve, despite leaving the window. The depth of experimental data is
limited by an amplifier noise floor around –20dB. The FSR of a single resonator
is indicated in red. Two resonances of each MRR are pictured.

use the presented simulation approach to accurately fit this data.
We find that using a pre-computed symbolic model results in an
evaluation speedup of more than 2000×.

An 8-channel weight bank shown in Fig. 5(a) was fabricated
and measured with experimental methods as described in Sec-
tion III. The racetrack resonators in the measured device have
perimeters of [30.0, 30.1, . . . , 30.7]μm, and all directional cou-
pling gaps between bus and MRR WGs are 200 nm wide with
a 2 μm long straight section1. Both drop and through spec-
tra are measured and plotted over two FSR periods in Fig. 5(b)
(black line). The 8 sets of resonances are roughly evenly spaced,
although no thermal tuning is applied. A single filter has a mea-
sured FSR of 18.7 nm and Q-factor of 11 070. That means their
finesse is 133, which is an important figure for determining the
WDM channel count that would be possible using resonators of
this design.

A parametric transmission model of an 8-MRR weight bank
was created and fit to the measured spectra using a nonlinear
optimization algorithm. The effective optical perimeters of the
8 resonators, all 16 directional coupling coefficients, 7 bus WG
optical path lengths, and global WG loss are represented sym-
bolically during the pre-computation phase. These parameters
are composed using the generalized transmission matrix theory,
and the resulting expression is computationally optimized by
the MATLAB symbolic engine. The model thus provides a to-

1We note that the design of the measured device differs slightly from that of the
pictured device, which has racetrack perimeters of [60.0, 60.1, . . . , 60.7]μm
and straight coupling sections that are 10 μm long.

tal of 32 parameter dimensions. To improve performance, the
program neglected interaction between non-neighboring MRRs.
Where possible, the program also neglects parameters that have
a small effect, such as the bus length between neighbors with
sufficiently distant resonance wavelengths. The general decom-
position of large models with strong coherent effects into syn-
thesized nearest-neighbor models represents an area for fur-
ther research. To ensure convergence to the correct minimum,
an initial guess of the resonance wavelengths is provided by
picking peak wavelengths present in the measured spectrum.
During each iteration of the optimizer, a trial parameter vector
is used to simulate a single drop transmission spectrum. The
root mean squared error between the model response and mea-
sured data is used as an objective score of that particular trial
parameter vector. A Nelder-Mead simplex search successively
updates the trial parameters in order to minimize the objective
function.

The result of the model after fitting is shown in Fig. 5(b) (blue
line). The model successfully reproduces the important features
of the experimental spectrum. In particular, the accuracy of the
model in reproducing dips between densely spaced resonances
indicate the need for coherent modeling of the bus WGs to cap-
ture multi-MRR effects. This is most apparent in the resonances
due to MRRs 5 and 6 and the resonances due to MRRs 7 and
8 (counting the lowest wavelength resonance at ∼1527.3 nm as
MRR 1). The noise floor feature of the optical spectrum analyzer
occuring around –20 dB is not captured by this model.

The computational performance of the symbolic parametric
modeling technique was assessed through comparison with a
fully numeric modeling baseline. The symbolic 8-MRR model
takes 3.3 minutes to pre-compute and 6.7 μs to evaluate a single
transmission point on a laptop CPU with 16GB of RAM. A
fully numeric evaluation of a particular tuning state was made
by substituting in numeric parameter values and a numeric array
of wavelength points into the transmission model builder. The
numeric model requires no pre-computation, but takes 13.7 ms
per transmission point to evaluate. This means the symbolic pre-
computation approach can accelerate evaluation by a factor of
over 2000×; however, the program structure was originally de-
signed for algebraic constructions and the numeric speed could
likely improve with appropriate optimization. While not nec-
essary in all applications, there are many cases where a large
number of evaluations of different parameter states are neces-
sary. In this measurement fitting example, approximately 4300
calls were made to the modeling function during the optimiza-
tion phase. Rapid evaluation is extremely important for high-
accuracy fitting of high-resolution measurements of complex
devices with reasonable convergence time. It is also important
for studying aspects of multi-dimensional tuning ranges, as em-
ployed in the following section.

V. CHANNEL SCALING ANALYSIS

An important question regarding any multichannel system is
the number of channels that can be supported. Analyzing this
problem usually involves identifying a limiting effect that causes
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degradation of some performance metric as the number of chan-
nels increases. Specifying a worst-case allowable performance
results in a channel limit.

In conventional analyses of MRR devices for multiplexing,
demultiplexing, and modulating WDM signals, the limiting met-
ric that degrades with channel spacing is cross-talk between
channels [25]–[27]. Cross-talk occurs when a WDM signal cou-
ples through a neighboring filter, appearing effectively as noise
to an unintended photodetector. In [26], a potential maximum
WDM channel count of 62 was simulated under the specification
of cross-talk isolation >20 dB.

In [6], an incoherent analysis was applied to weight banks
by incorporating the resonance tuning aspect, resulting in 34
channels. This analysis was limited in several regards. Firstly,
the acceptable level of cross-talk isolation was chosen somewhat
arbitrarily, since there is little data on its role in analog networks.
Secondly, even the definition of cross-talk in a weight bank was
not properly considered because all of the WDM channels are
detected in the same photodetectors, regardless of which path
they take through the weight bank. Finally, coherent effects in
the bus were neglected, although we find here that they play a
key role when weight bank channels are dense.

A. Cross-Weight Power Penalty Metric

The notion of inter-channel cross-talk is not a meaningful
concept in MRR weight banks. This presents a problem for
channel scaling analysis since previous analytical methods use
inter-channel cross-talk as the driving metric that degrades with
channel count. Furthermore, coherent interactions between mul-
tiple MRRs in a weight bank make metrics based on isolated
add-drop filters because the bank response must be treated as
that of a single transmission element with several degrees of
freedom. A new metric that accounts for these unique features
is called for. We introduce a metric called cross-weight power
penalty that quantifies the ability of a real WDM weight bank
to independently control signals as compared to an ideal WDM
weight bank.

In the single-channel case, an ideal tunable weight bank pos-
sesses a range of tuning states that include directing an incident
optical signal completely to a through port (positive weight),
completely to a drop port (negative weight), or to any interme-
diate ratio of both. If a real weight incurs some loss, its weight
range becomes a subset of the ideal. Supposing there is a dif-
ference in loss between the drop and through ports, then the
attainable weight range will also be unbalanced. It is fair to as-
sume that in the majority of cases where weights are used, they
are required to be balanced such that, by some normalization
factor they can effect a range of weights from –1 to +1. We
can then define the usable range of the single-channel weight
as the zero-centered interval whose span is determined by the
minimum absolute value of the extreme positive weight and the
extreme negative weight. Comparing the usable range to the
ideal range yields a ratio, W , that quantifies the real device’s
ability to perform tunable optical weighting

W = min
[
max

p
(μ),max

p
(−μ)

]
(11)

where p is the tuning parameter and μ is the weight. At this
point, it should be noted that this balanced normalization factor
relies on the concept of the extrema of a weight range. While
it is often obvious, in general, we do not know which states in
the tuning parameter space correspond to these weight extrema
prior to sweeping, searching, or otherwise optimizing.

Since weighting is a linear function, the normalization fac-
tor between ideal and usable ranges is conveniently stated as
a power penalty, meaning the additional optical input power
needed to reproduce the power level that would be present with
an ideal device. Power penalty is a useful tool for quantita-
tive system analysis because it allows comparison of disparate
effects. Single-channel examples of effects that can all be as-
sociated with a power penalty include a responsivity mismatch
in the balanced PD, in-ring propagation loss disproportionately
affecting dropped signals, and, of course, bus propagation loss
affecting all signals. A multi-channel power penalty metric is
needed to study the effect of multi-MRR interaction and—most
importantly for this analysis—channel spacing.

In the N-channel case, the ideal WDM weight bank is able
to switch WDM channels completely independently from one
another. It can be thought of as a set of N isolated, ideal single-
channel weights; however, the N-channel generalization of a
non-ideal weight bank is more complex. If a given tuning pa-
rameter can affect multiple weight values, then the bank’s weight
range cannot be linearly separated into any composition of non-
ideal single-channel weight ranges. Fig. 6 depicts this mapping
for a simulated 2-channel bank that is parameterized by the
MRR detunings. Channel spacing is 1.31 linewidths, and WG
loss is 2dB/cm. The tuning range (see Fig. 6(a)) is constrained
to best represent a realistic N-channel case, such that 0 refers
to on-resonance and 1 refers to one channel spacing. While the
2-channel weight range could be expanded by detuning in oppo-
site directions or by detuning by many channel spacings, neither
strategy is possible with more channels.

A uniform 2-D sweep over tuning range results in an irreg-
ular distribution of points in 2-D weight space (see Fig. 6(b)).
To visualize the correspondence between tuning and weights,
a (red, blue) color vector is assigned to each weight point to
indicate the corresponding tuning vector: (detuning 1, detuning
2) = (Δω1/δω, Δω2/δω) = Δ�ω/δω. As in the 1-D case, a us-
able range can be defined as the largest balanced interval (i.e.
a zero-centered square in 2-D) that is completely covered by
the attainable weight range. The usable range (green square in
Fig. 6(b)) is compared to the theoretical ideal (black bounding
box in Fig. 6(b)). The ratio of their side lengths, Wx , repre-
sents the non-idealities associated with multi-channel weight-
ing (Wx =0.45 in this example). This ratio is referred to as the
cross-weight power penalty and can be stated in decibels as
−10 log(Wx), or 3.5 dB in this example.

Fig. 6(c) shows the simulated drop port transmission spectra
at the 4 extrema of the parameter sweep. A (red, blue) coloring
of traces indicates correspondence with the tuning vector. The
(0, 0)-detuning resonance condition (pure black) has two peaks
centered at zero and one channel spacing where channels 1 and
2 are respectively located. (0, 1)-detuning (pure blue) has the
deepest dip at the channel 2 center frequency. (1, 1)-detuning
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Fig. 6. Example of cross-weight power penalty in a 2-channel MRR weight
bank. (a) The device has two tuning degrees-of-freedom, which are resonance
detunings of each filter. A (red, blue) color vector is used to indicate tuning state,
which means that (a) depicts (red=x, blue=y). (b) The range of possible weight
states attainable by the weight bank relative to the ideal range (outer bounding
box). (red,blue) color indicates the tuning state which maps to a particular weight
point. The usable range (green box) is graphically the largest square that lies
fully within the possible weight range centered at zero. (c) Drop port spectra of
the same model over a 5 × 5 parameter grid, with trace color used to indicate
tuning. Frequency is normalized so that the MRR 1 peak has a center of 0 and
FWHM of 1.0. Channel spacing in this simulation is 1.31 linewidths.

(magenta) is very similar to (0, 0)-detuning, but shifted rel-
ative to the channels. (1, 0)-detuning (pure red) appears al-
most as a single peak centered on channel 2. The (1, 0)-
detuning state is highly sensitive to coherent effects similar
to electromagnetically-induced transparency, in which the dip
width can be much narrower than the peak width. This sensitiv-
ity can be seen as a small abnormality and densification of points
(i.e. sharp color changes) around the corresponding red region
in Fig. 6(b). If some WG loss is not included in the model, this
region can also become sensitive to numerical instabilities.

Cross-weight penalty can be formulated in more precise
terms. The point cloud in Fig. 6(b) is actually a sampling of
a continuous and smooth manifold. The tuning range is a Carte-
sian parameterization of this weight manifold, with a mapping
described by the transmission theory (see Section II). Since its
parameterization is bounded, the weight manifold must also
have a well-defined boundary. In 2D, that boundary is a sim-
ple closed curve (black outline in Fig. 6(b)) meaning that this
boundary, B ∈ R2 , can be parameterized by a circle:

B(s) = [μ1(s), μ2(s)] 0 < s < 2π (12)

where μi is the channel i weight.

We estimate this boundary curve from the discrete point cloud
using a conforming boundary algorithm [42], [43]. The con-
forming boundary is unlike the convex hull in that it can shrink
inwards to better estimate a continuous manifold sampled by
discrete points, provided the samples are sufficiently dense. On
the curve B, there is a single point that limits the usable tuning
range, Wx , which is found as

Wx = min
s

[
max
i=1,2

|μi(s)|
]

(13)

where the absolute value ensures +/– balance and the inner max-
imum over channels ensures equal ranges between channels.
Graphically, Wx is the size of the largest square that intersects
the boundary B. This definition of cross-weight penalty as the
intersection of a manifold boundary with a zero-centered inter-
val can extend to arbitrary numbers of N channels by replacing
s with a vector �s that parameterizes an N − 1 dimensional
boundary of the N dimensional range of states. We focus on the
2-channel case henceforth.

B. Loss-Density Tradeoff

The final step of channel density analysis is to study the
degradation of the limiting metric as WDM channel spacing
becomes more dense. A useful figure of merit for discussing
the efficacy of a resonator-based circuit at a WDM task is the
ratio of finesse to channel count. This figure is the same as the
linewidth-normalized channel spacing and somewhat indepen-
dent of the type or performance of the resonator platform. The
theoretical minimum of this figure is 1.0 for amplitude mod-
ulated signals, at which point the signals themselves mutually
interfere. Simulations are performed in linewidth units so that
a discussion of finesse and resonator implementations can be
deferred until the end.

The 2-channel weight bank model described in the previous
section is modified so that its system operating points (chan-
nel spacing, δω, and bus length changes, ΔL) are variable. A
50 × 50 sweep over operating points is then performed. δω
ranges from 0 to 9 linewidths, and ΔL ranges from 0 to 0.2 in
units relative to the initial bus length. The length of both bus
WGs are held equal to one another. For each operating point
in this sweep, the usable weight range and cross-weight power
penalty are calculated from a 300 × 300 point sweep over MRR
detunings constrained between 0 and 1 channel spacing, as de-
scribed in the previous section. At a given operating point, the
cross-weight algorithm holds δω and ΔL constant, treating them
as fixed system parameters. The 50 × 50 sweep over 300 × 300
tuning points and 2 channel frequencies, comprising 450M eval-
uations of Eqs. (9) and (10), is completed in roughly 5 minutes
due to the optimizations described in Section IV.

Fig. 7(a) shows the resulting power penalty contours of
−10 log(Wx) vs. δω and ΔL. We can make several conclu-
sions from this plot. Firstly, the power penalty has an asymptote
as channel spacing hits a wall. As the filter peaks merge to-
gether, all frequencies are coupled to the drop port, making it
impossible to reach a weight of (0, 0). This means there is an
absolute minimum channel spacing, regardless of acceptable
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Fig. 7. Cross-weight power penalty surface as a function of channel spac-
ing δω and bus WG length offset ΔL. Power penalty contours are plotted at
0.5 dB increments between 1 dB (blue) and 10 dB (yellow). The penalty in-
creases as channel density decreases, eventually reaching an asymptote. This
tradeoff also depends significantly and approximately periodically on ΔL, in-
dicating the influence of coherent multi-MRR interactions in the bus WGs.
(outer panels) Ranges of possible weight states, plotted as in Fig. 6(b), at 10
selected operating points that are indicated in (a) by red circles. The top row,
ΔL = 0.105, represents the best-case tradeoff between power and channel
density, and the bottom row, ΔL = 0.037, represents the worst-case.

power penalty. The displayed 10 dB contour (yellow) is very
close to this asymptote.

Secondly, the cross-weight power penalty decreases smoothly
as channel spacing is increased above the absolute cutoff. This
represents a system design tradeoff between WDM channel
spacing and power penalty. The maximum channel count can be
determined based on the power budget allowed for weighting,
or the excess power requirement can be set by a given chan-
nel specification. The power penalty cannot quite reach 0 dB
because of optical losses.

Thirdly, both the channel density wall and the tradeoff be-
tween density and loss are significantly affected by bus length
changes. The resulting approximate periodicity (here, ∼0.12 in
arbitrary length units) is indicative of a coherent effect, which
can be expected based on the possibility of resonator-like multi-
MRR interactions when resonances are at similar frequencies.
Examining the 10 dB contour, the channel spacing wall fluctu-
ates with ΔL between 0.85 and 1.4 linewidths. What is perhaps
surprising is that the effect of bus length remains significant
even when channels are spaced relatively far apart. The 3 dB
contour line fluctuates between 3.41 and 4.61 linewidths over a
period of ΔL.

Fig. 7(b) depicts attainable weight ranges at 5 channel spac-
ings and the best- and worst-case bus lengths. Plot format is
as described in Fig. 6(b), and 10 dots in Fig. 7(a) indicate the
channel spacing and bus length corresponding to each plot. This
offers further information about some of the mechanisms be-

hind the performance trends. With decreasing channel spacing,
the usable range (green) is impacted both by an overall smaller
area covered by the possible weight range, but also an increased
warping of this range away from square. From row to row, one
sees that the top always performs better. The best and worst
cases for ΔL do not depend on δω. The bottom-leftmost panel
shows an example of an nonviable weight range that does not
cover (0,0).

C. Channel Scaling Limits

The limits of channel count in WDM devices implemented by
resonators is the number of channels that can fit within one FSR.
Channel count is closely related to the finesse of the resonator,
defined as the ratio of FSR and the resonator linewidth (i.e.
full-width half-maximum (FWHM)). It can be thought of as a
theoretical maximum on channel count for a given resonator
design. On the other hand, real devices cannot reach this limit
due to performance degradation of interchannel cross-talk or,
in this case, cross-weight power penalty. Channel count, N , is
therefore also related to the ratio of WDM channel spacing to
filter linewidth as

N ≤ F
δω

(14)

where F is finesse, and δω is the linewidth-normalized channel
spacing. This equation conveniently separates effects impacting
channel count since F pertains only to resonator properties,
while δω describes circuit behavior independent of resonator
type.

Making an assumption that a 3 dB cross-weight penalty is al-
lowed, Fig. 7 indicates that the minimum channel spacing falls
between 3.41 and 4.61 linewidths depending on bus length.
A corresponding figure can be calculated for cross-talk driven
demultiplexer analyses at 2.5 in [27] and 5.8 in [25] whose
discrepancy can be attributed to different choices of cross-talk
specification. In [6], a cross-talk driven analysis was applied
to tunable MRR weight banks, estimating a channel spacing
of 8.8: nearly double the worst-case estimate obtained in this
work. Channel spacing could be driven closer to 1.0 with circuit
techniques such as multi-pole filters consisting of serial-coupled
resonators. The analytical approach introduced in this work en-
ables future quantitative design of advanced weight bank circuits
for increasing channel density.

A finesse of 133 was observed in the 8-channel silicon weight
bank tested in Fig. 5. This yields absolute channel count of 39
for this type of resonator, although it was not optimized for
finesse. Optimized MRR design, such as demonstrated in [44]
(finesse = 368) and [45] (finesse = 540), could potentially sup-
port 108 and 148 channels, respectively, in a MRR weight bank
circuit. Other types of resonators in silicon, such as elliptical
microdisks [46] (finesse = 440) and traveling-wave microres-
onators [47] (finesse = 1,140) could potentially reach up to
129 and 334 channels, respectively. Demultiplexers have been
demonstrated with 20 channels in [3], [48], and with up to
32 channels in [49]. In practice, control and fabrication issues
complicate the demonstration of large WDM devices; however,
this is also a key area of development for mainstream digital
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communications in silicon photonics [50], [51] and therefore
can be expected to improve.

The footprint of the filters needed for a network can be es-
timated from the channel count and resonator size. Supposing
we use the resonator from [44] (channel count = 108), then the
approximate footprint of a single filter bank in this case is 108
× 5 μm × 5 μm=2700 μm2 . The corresponding N -to-N net-
work footprint is 108 × 2700 = 0.29 mm2 . We have made the
simplifying assumptions that every connection has a dedicated
tunable MRR filter, these filters are all critically coupled to the
bus WG, and that they are single-pole (i.e. single-MRR).

VI. DISCUSSION

While the rigorous numeric result for channel number is im-
portant, the analytical method and tools developed in this paper
raise many more questions and directions for quantitative de-
sign. A MRR weight bank is in many ways appears similar to a
MRR add/drop demultiplexer, with the slight difference that it
does not actually demultiplex. This difference in behavior neces-
sitates a novel channel density analysis based on cross-weight
penalty instead of inter-channel cross-talk. It also creates the
possibility of resonant modes involving multiple MRRs and bus
WGs.

The optical length of the bus has a substantial effect on per-
formance, so we would like to understand how to account for it.
It is unlikely that this length can be controlled lithography due to
fabrication variations, similar to the problem of exactly hitting
a MRR resonance [52]. A larger issue when thermal tuning is
used for weighting is thermal cross-talk because the effective
bus length will change even if there is not a tuning element upon
it. A limitation of the analysis put forth was that thermal cross-
talk was neglected, and it could have an impact on the data in
Fig. 7. A study such as this could be performed by symbolically
setting the value of the four WG lengths to linear combinations
of two tuning parameters.

Fabricating real bus tuning elements (as in Fig. 4(a)) would
provide a means to bias bus phases post-fabrication, although it
adds to the number of tuning ports and DAC channels required
per weight. This leads to another interesting possibility where
there are more heater tuning dimensions than weight dimen-
sions, which can only serve to increase the span of the possible
weight range. In this type of analysis, a 4-dimensional tun-
ing range would map onto a 2-dimensional weight range, after
which, it is the same analysis. A practical issue of this scheme
is that 4-dimensional sweeps can contain many more points that
need to be evaluated.

Multi-pole filters consisting of series-coupled MRRs can be
used in WDM systems for steeper rolloff resulting in denser
channel spacing [53] or to increase the finesse [54]. Most in-
teresting in the case of a MRR weight bank is that the nature
of coherent interactions will be fundamentally affected by the
filter order parity because the direction of the drop port is re-
versed. With odd-parity filter banks, resonant feedback loops
are possible; whereas the even-parity banks have no possibility
of feedback, and instead may exhibit properties more reminis-
cent of Mach-Zehnder interferometers. Whether or not this is

advantageous is a design question to which our performance
analysis could be applied. While the cross-weight penalty met-
ric running with a fast parametric transmission simulator (see
Section IV) will be a useful design tool for MRR weight banks,
we expect that there could be other applications of the simulator
to other types of tunable WG circuits.

Some of the unique requirements of a MRR weight bank make
feedback weight control a challenge, but feedforward control
has been shown [23]. Model-based strategies become essential
for controlling multi-channel MRR weight banks once inter-
channel dependencies are introduced. In past work, the optical
weight bank itself was operated in a regime in which filters did
not interact and therefore did not require optical modeling. As
channels become more dense, the practical problem of control
must involve transmission models of weight banks that have
two kinds of parameters: unknown device parameters, which
are fit based on measurement and then fixed, and heater tuning
dependent parameters. Fitting parameters for thermal cross-talk
from measurements is relatively trivial compared to fitting a
transmission model, so the parametric simulator will likely play
a role in scalable control approaches for MRR weight banks.

VII. CONCLUSION

We derived performance limits of MRR weight banks, finding
that an allowed 3 dB power penalty resulted in a minimum
channel spacing between 3.41 and 4.61 linewidths. This tradeoff
depends coherently on the optical path length of bus WGs. More
generally, we developed analytical methods and simulation tools
for MRR weight banks, which serve to establish a foundation
for system design.

MRR weight banks are unique amongst WDM devices in that
MRRs controlling different channels are all parallel-coupled to
the same bus WGs. Inter-channel cross-talk is ill defined in
this case, so a new metric was introduced to quantify abil-
ity to weight channels independently over a complete tuning.
The cross-weight power penalty exhibits a direct tradeoff with
channel density, leading to performance limits. Channel power
coupling through incorrect MRRs creates the possibility of reso-
nances involving multiple MRRs and bus WGs. This effect was
experimentally validated and found to have a significant impact
on device performance. The combination of a metric defined in
regards to a range of possible states along with a model with
coherent feedback presents a modeling challenge for which an
efficient simulator based on symbolic parameterization was in-
troduced. This simulation technique could possibly find use in
fitting, control, or design problems for MRR weight banks or
other silicon WG circuits. In tying together ideas from multi-
wavelength networking and analog signal processing, microring
weight banks could unlock brand new domains of computing
based on silicon photonics.

APPENDIX: SINGLE MRR TRANSMISSION

A derivation of a single MRR scattering and transfer matrix is
included for instruction in this appendix. The derivation results
in the analytic expression of microring drop and through trans-
missions in Eqs. (6) and (7). One can calculate the scattering
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transfer matrix AMRR which relates the left-hand side inputs
(1:IN and 2:DROP) to the right-hand side outputs (3:THRU and
4:ADD) as such:

[
a1 b1 a2 b2

]T = AMRR
[
b3 a3 b4 a4

]T

where ai and bi represent signals coming respectively into and
out of port i as in ref. [36]. This is useful because the scattering
transfer matrix multiple MRRs is the product of the individual
scattering transfer matrices. Another possible representation of
a 4-port coupler is the scattering matrix SMRR , which gives the
relationship between outcoming signals and incoming signals
to all ports:

[
b1 b2 b3 b4

]T = SMRR
[
a1 a2 a3 a4

]T
.

The relationship between SMRR and AMRR can be easily
derived and is explicitly shown in ref. [36]. The S matrix for
a single MRR using a type-3 coupler (see Fig. 3(b)) design
described above should have the form:

SMRR =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 D1 T1 0

D1 0 0 T2

T1 0 0 D2

0 T2 D2 0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(15)

where we introduced the parameters D1,2 and T1,2 to high-
light the symmetry of the system: e.g. if the input is in port 1,
the transmission (S31) and drop (S21) coefficients are T1 and
D1 , respectively. Note that we have ignored here backscatter-
ing terms (S11 = S41 = 0). The asymmetry between T1 and
T2 is explained by the different coupling coefficients K1 and
K2 and that of D1 and D2 is explained by the possible dif-
ferent path lengths of each arm of the microring. These dis-
tinctions will soon be mathematically clear. This matrix was
explicitly calculated in ref. [55]. However, the analysis of a
weight bank filter will require an intuitive way of expressing
each term Tj and Dj , because multiple rings will interfere with
each other in interesting ways. First, we define a set of helpful
variables: the round-trip amplitude loss of the microring cavity
as G � a2√1 − K1

√
1 − K2 exp (−αL), where L = L1 + L2

is the cavity length (see Fig. 3(a)); and the cavity-resonance
amplification factor F � [1 − G exp (−iβL)]−1 , where βL is
the round-trip phase shift and β = 2πneff /λ = neff ω/c is the
wavenumber of the WG. Obs. 1: Note that since G < 1, F is
maximized when the phase shift is an integer multiple of 2π, i.e.
when the microring is on resonance. Obs. 2: F is the converged
sum of the infinite geometric series of factor G exp (−iβL),
which is the round-trip complex amplitude loss of the ring.

APPENDIX: N-CHANNEL WEIGHT BANK

A generalized analysis for periodically distributed sequence
of microrings indirectly coupled to two common WGs was
previously studied—dubbed double-channel SCISSOR (side-
coupled integrated spaced sequence of resonators) [33]. The
study showed that the distributed resonant feedback created pho-
tonic band gaps in either WG irrespective of the loss parameter

a for matched coupling coefficients (K1 and K2 picked in such
a way that (1 − KjF ) = 0 (see Eq.(6)).

Because the optical path lengths between microrings can be
tuned, our analysis has to be more general to take these into
account. In filter banks with a large sequence of MRRs, coherent
interference due to the resonance of three or more rings also
take effect, yielding extra resonance factors such as FAC , FBD

etc. Thankfully there is an intuitive way to compute and to
analytically express these terms. First, let us define a few useful
sets:

1) Ωleft(Θ,Λ) = {(Θ1 ,Λ)} such that Θ ≤ Θ1 < Λ. E.g.
Ωleft(B,E) is equal to {(B,E), (C,E), (D,E)}

2) Ωright(Θ,Λ) = {(Θ,Θ2)} such that Θ < Θ2 ≤ Λ. E.g.
Ωright(B,E) is equal to {(B,C), (B,D), (B,E)}

3) Ωall(Θ,Λ) = {(Θ1 ,Θ2)} such that Θ ≤ Θ1 < Θ2 ≤
Λ. E.g. Ωall(B,E) is equal to {(B,C), (C,D),
(D,E), (B,D), (C,E), (B,E)}

These sets are useful because it allows us to select, for ex-
ample, all super-rings, i.e. an ordered pair of rings, contained
between ring A and ring D (Ωall(A,D)). All these rings are go-
ing to have a resonant feedback effect in the transmitted power.
Equipped with these definitions, and naming MRRs from A to
L(n) (the n-th letter in latin alphabet), the analytical form of the
terms S31 and S21 in (14) and (15), where dΛ ,Θ is the distance
between letters Λ and Θ

S31 (n−rings) = e−(n−1)Δ L T W (α+ iβ ) ·
L(n )∏

Θ=A

T1 ,Θ

·
∏

(Θ 1 ,Θ 2 )∈Ωa l l (A ,L(n ))

FΘ 1 Θ 2 (14)

S21 (n−rings) =
m =n∑

m =1

D1 ,L(m )e
−(m −1)Δ L (α+ iβ )

·

⎛

⎝
L(m )−1∏

Λ=A

T1 ,Λ T2 ,Λ

∏

(Θ 1 ,Θ 2 )∈Ωr ig h t (Λ ,L(n ))

FΘ 1 Θ 2

⎞

⎠

(15)

with

F−1
ΘΛ = 1 − D1,ΛD2,Θe−dΛ , Θ ΔL(α+iβ ) ·

(
Λ−1∏

Γ=Θ+1

T1,ΓT2,Γ

)

·

⎛

⎝
∏

(Θ1 ,Θ2 )∈Ωa l l (Θ ,Λ−1)

FΘ1 Θ2

⎞

⎠

·

⎛

⎝
∏

(Θ1 ,Θ2 )∈Ωa l l (Θ+1,Λ)

FΘ1 Θ2

⎞

⎠ (16)

Despite the intimidating look of (14), it has recognizable
terms: a complex amplitude loss term e−L(α+iβ ) , a product of
transmittivity value for each ring Θ T1,Θ and a product of all
resonant feedback terms F . Equation (15) is more complicated,
but still has identifiable terms. The electric field amplitude at
the drop port is the coherent sum of all the dropped signals in
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every ring, which explains the summing term
∑m=n

m=1 D1,L(m ) .
Each interfering term at the drop port of A, however, is ampli-
fied by the resonant feedback of pairs of rings formed by A and
another ring to the right of A. Equation (16) is more compli-
cated to understand, but it was derived and analytically verified
by symbolic calculation of the S31 and S21 originating from
cascaded scattering transfer matrix multiplication employed in
Section II-B1.

The interest of the analytical expressions (14) and (15) is
that it allows for smart approximation of scattering terms for a
great number of MRRs (n � 1): one could, for example, neglect
all resonant feedback and only consider microring resonances
(FAB = FBC = · · · = 1), or one could neglect resonant feed-
back of more than three rings (FAC = FBD = · · · = 1), mak-
ing the analysis more tractable. We hope that these analytical
expressions will help optimize the design of large filter banks
taking into account coherent interference.
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